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Price	Sheet	

Quilting service: minimum $30 charge for quilting 

At this time I am not taking quilts more than 7500 square inches (basically twin size) due 

to space limitations for basting.  Measurements are taken before quilting.  Measure the 

length and width and then multiply to get the square inches. 

Large all over edge to edge or outline blocks ….…………..$.0175 per square inch                   

 Medium all over edge to edge…………………………..………..$.020 per square inch                   

 Small all over edge to edge ……………………………………….$.025 per square inch 

add $.005 for square inch if you want a different pattern (such as feathers) in the border 

on the above quilt prices 

custom quilting ……………………………………………….$.030-$.080 per square inch                 

 this includes (but not limited to) complex designs, block by block quilting, multiple 

borders, thread changes, stitch in the ditch, outlining, and micro quilting. 

Thread charge…………………………………………………..$3 per color. 

Batting: needs to have 4″ excess on each side. 

You can provide your own batting or purchase from me. Price list depends on what 

batting I have at the time. 

Backing: needs to have at least 4″ excess on all sides and be squared up.  Please cut off 

all selvedges and if a seam is needed it should be at least 1/2″ and pressed open.  I can do 

this for you for a $10 charge. 

Binding: I can trim your quilt and add binding for the following prices. 

Make 2 1/2″ bias binding from fabric you provide (3/4 yard) ……$10                                       

attach to front of quilt by machine …………………………………..$.10 per linear inch               

attach to back and machine sew onto front of quilt…………….$.15 per linear inch 

Additional charges may be accessed if quilt or backing need to be pressed, threads need 

to be snipped, seams are loose and come undone.  Quilt top will be inspected at time of 

drop off, but some things may not be noticed at the time and you will be notified if 

additional charges are incurred. 


